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Methods and Materials: P(S-b-ILC) samples were cast and oriented by shearing in a shear cell modified for in-situ collection of scattered x-rays. The orientation was carried out below the clearing temperature of the LC and then slightly above the clearing temperature. For the hydrogen bonded samples, P(S-b-AA), the shear cell was also used to impart some orientation to the samples, and temperature was varied to study the phase behavior of these new materials.

Results: Results indicated that the mesophase for the covalently bound P(S-b-ILC) samples was smectic A in all cases, and that the mesogens aligned parallel to the inter-material dividing surface of the block copolymer (homogeneous anchoring). A unique transverse orientation was found in the cylindrical samples in which the cylinder long axes aligned along the neutral direction, such that the smectic layers were in the perpendicular orientation, with their layer normals also along the neutral direction, consistent with the homogeneous anchoring of the mesogens at the IMDS. This transverse orientation was at T<\text{T}_{\text{SmA-isotropic}} of the LC and transitioned to the commonly observed parallel orientation when temperature was increased to T> \text{T}_{\text{SmA-isotropic}}. For the P(S-b-AA) hydrogen bonded system, homeotropic anchoring was observed – i.e. the mesogens oriented perpendicular to the inter-material dividing surface. This was probably the result of the greater mobility afforded these mesogens due to a longer spacer between the rigid unit and the acrylic acid host block. Samples of homopolymer acrylic acid complexed with the mesogen were also studied. Here, it is postulated that the mesogens force a microphase separation of uncomplexed portions of the backbone from complexed portions due to crystallization induces clustering of the mesogens along the polymer backbone. Evidence for this was recorded with the coincidence of a crystallization event in WAXS with the emergence of the 11 nm layer-type scattering in SAXS, displayed in Figure 1.
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